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The Islamic State has
featured in the news
consistently since it
emerged and began to
gain territory in 2013 and
in this article Emma
Jenkins explores the
reasons behind the rise of
the group.
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The Islamic State has
shown direct aversion to
an agreement made by
Western powers
concerning the Middle
East nearly a century ago.
In 1916, the British
representative Mark
Sykes and the French

diplomat Francois
Georges-Picot negotiated
the ‘Sykes-Picot’
agreement which looked
to define the possible
spheres of influence of
Britain, France and Russia
following an anticipated
victory over the Ottoman
Empire in WWI. The
division cuts across Iraq,
significantly affecting Iraq
and Syria which is where
the Islamic State has
been able to root itself.
Geographical Conflict:
2003 Iraq Invasion
The Unites States can
also be held responsible
for damaging the
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infrastructure of Iraq and
creating chaos following
the American invasion of
Iraq in 2003. The invasion
of the U.S. forces would
weaken the country
politically and
economically, fostering
conditions for a rise of a
radical group. It is
estimated that the total
number of deaths
between March 2003 and
2011 from the Iraq
conflict is 162,000 of
whom 79% were civilians
with a total of 13% of all
documented civilian
deaths being reported as
a direct result of the US
led coalition. The invasion
of the U.S in Iraq
resulting in these large
figures of fatalities in the
local populations
therefore alienated some
of the local population,
igniting hatred towards
the western world, and
aiding the rise of an
ideology which expresses
hatred towards the West,
especially the United
States.
Short term US Foreign
policy: 2015
US President Obama told
reporters, “our objective
is clear: We will degrade,

and ultimately destroy,
ISIL through a
comprehensive and

The United States are
also guilty of
underestimating Assad in

sustained counterterrorism strategy”. This
counter-terrorism
strategy includes air
strikes, a coalition of antiISIS forces, and support
of other military troops
on the ground. The U.S.
are supporting and
leading a range of attacks
militarily on the Islamic
State forces, however
they are failing to address
the longer term
developmental issues
which they are
responsible for and face
the grievances which IS
are exploiting.

Syria, and encouraging
those in the uprising who
opposed him, which led
to the fragile state in
which IS were able to rise
up. The U.S. believed that
Syria may be a repeat of
Libya, and that Assad
would fall as Gadhafi had
done. However, Assad is
still there, and their
influence has encouraged
the prolonging and
advancement of the
Syrian uprising and the
civil war, with no plan B,
which has further aided
the Islamic State. The US
promoting the opposition
to Assad has allowed a
power vacuum to
develop. This power

The US creation of a
power vacuum
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vacuum was waiting to be
filled, and the Islamic
State were able to fill this
void of political power,
and were able to so
successfully root
themselves in Syria due
to the lack of clear
governance and
structure.
US involvement in
Afghanistan
From 1972 the US CIA
started to fund Afghan
fighters. Amongst these
fighters were Mujahidin
leaders Rabbani Sayyaf
and Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar, who both
later became close to
Osama bin Laden. Bin
Laden became the leader
of Al-Qaeda, and oversaw
the growth of Al-Qaeda,
which would later inspire
the creation of IS. What
can be taken from the US
involvement in
Afghanistan and their
supplying and training of
the Mujahidin is that this
work aided the birth of
al-Qaeda. Hillary Clinton
has discussed this
consequence of the
American involvement,
“The people we are
fighting today we funded
twenty years ago, and we

did it because we were
locked in this struggle
with the Soviet Union”.
The politics of the Cold
war therefore
encouraged these actions
and the involvement
which would later spark
further issues. The
Americans actively
encouraged the
Mujahidin, which
resulted in the
development of militant
Islam, and the spread of
Wahhabism which is a
key influence in the
radicalism and defining

Cockburn interviewed an
intelligence officer from a
Middle Eastern country
neighbouring Syria, and
was told that members of
ISIS, “say they are always
pleased when
sophisticated weapons
are sent to anti-Assad
groups of any kind,
because they can always
get the arms off them by
threats of force or cash
payments” .Cockburn
goes on to highlight the
legitimacy of these
claims, describing how US
weapons provided to

brutality of the Islamic
State.

Saudi Arabia have been
captured in Iraq. “Iraqi
officials confirm that they
have captured
sophisticated arms from
ISIS fighters in Iraq that
were originally supplied
by outside powers to
forces considered to be
anti-Al Qaeda in Syria”

Resources
The United States and its
allies have also
undoubtedly provided IS
with the resources
necessary for its rise, and
continue to do so. Patrick
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Globalisation,
Westernisation and
Modernisation
Modernisation and
westernisation, which the
west can be held
accountable for, have
also aided the rise of
fundamentalism and ISIS.
In the Arab society
change is regarded as an
anathema and
blasphemy, and an
acceptance of western
materialism will result in
degraded moral
standards. The IS have
begun to take over by the
implementation of a pure
interpretation of the
Quran which looks to
return to strict Sharia law
with influence from
Wahhabism in retaliation
to westernisation and the
imperial legacy left by the
western powers.

Western intervention,
the civil wars and fighting
which have taken place in
these countries are a
major factor in the
successful rise of ISIS.
Over a decade of war in
these regions has led to a
degradation of the
infrastructure,
accentuated problems of
poverty and caused
violence to become an
everyday scene. In these
times of such desperation
and poverty, the radical
groups are able to
become more successful
than what would have
been possible at a time of
peace and stability. In
addition to this, many of
those who oppose the
Islamic state are fleeing
the country as refugees,
resulting in an even
greater weakening of the

Corruption

economy and aiding
greater success of IS.

“Such was the corruption
in the Iraqi security forces
that only about one in
three of them was

Corruption in the Middle
East has also had a major
role in the rise of ISIS.
Corruption is present
worldwide, however the
extent of the corruption
of the Iraqi forces has
limited all of Iraq’s
attempts to contain and
defeat IS. On June 10th
2014 the rebels took
control of Mosul, the
second largest city in
Iraq. This was an
enormous gain and
would strategically
benefit them, as well as
furthering an
international awareness
of this new Sunni
Revolution. However, the
fall of Mosul appears
much less surprising
when the extent of the
Iraqi corruption is known.

Civil War
However, Syria and Iraq
can also be held
responsible for the
successful rise of the
Islamic State, especially
their vulnerability and
weakness. Regardless as
to whether the origin of
the civil war in Syria and
the war with the US in
Iraq can be attributed to
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present in Mosul, the rest
paying up to half their
salaries to their officers
to stay on permanent
leave”. With two thirds of
the Iraqi forces
supposedly fighting
Islamic State to defend
Mosul being absent, it is
hardly surprising that IS
have been able to rise so
rapidly and successfully.
Iraqi Army
The incapacity of the Iraqi
army is a major weakness
of Iraq which has enabled
the rise of ISIS. In
addition to
the wide
and deep
corruption,
the army
also suffers
from a lack
of morale
and
discipline,
fleeing and
desertion of generals and
officers who also have a
tendency to surrender,
and an unpopularity
within the country. ISIS
defeated Iraqi forces at
the siege of an Iraqi army
base at Saqlawiyah, with
a surviving Iraqi soldier
complaining how despite
being only forty miles

from Baghdad they
received no food, water,
reinforcements or
supplies throughout the
siege. Iraq’s million
strong security forces
have not been able to
exercise the coordination
and discipline required to
fight off the passionate IS
forces.
The Iraqi Government
and Sunni/Shia conflict
Actions of the Iraqi
government can also be
considered an origin of
ISIS. Following the fall of

Saddam Hussein, there
has been political and
economic marginalisation
of Iraqi’s Sunni
population, particularly
under the Maliki led Shiadominated Iraqi
government. The SunniShia divide has become
again a source of conflict,
and there is an increasing
sense of alienation and

persecution amongst the
Sunni population. Islamic
State has been able to
exploit this sense of
despair and resentment.
Tactics of ISIS
However, the strength of
ISIS itself must be
recognised, appreciating
the significance of the
tactics deployed and the
individuals within the
organisation in enabling
its success. A
considerable strength of
ISIS is its military tactics.
The new fundamentalist
group is able to
conduct
effective
campaigns, an
example being
the ‘Breaking
the Walls’
campaign,
which involved
eight different
attacks on
prisons in 2013 which led
to the escape of 500
prisoners. These
systematic attacks were
part of an effectively
planned and executed
campaign, seeing a
resurgence of jihadists in
Iraq, with many of the
freed prisoners being
experienced fighters. The
6

escape of these prisoners
would add to the chaos
of events, and see the
release of many who
would go on to promote
the Islamic extremism.
The speed of the surge,
and the ability to hijack
the Syrian uprising was
essential. Another
important strength of ISIS
is that they are largely
self-sufficient. ISIS
controls much of Syria’s
oil and gas production,
with opposition estimates
suggesting that ISIS
controls up to eighty
percent of Syria’s oil.
Religious Ideology
The religious ideology
and motivation of ISIS is
also integral to the rise.
The belief of the fighters
that they are fulfilling the
will of Allah is a
motivation that is above
anything that could be
gained in this world, and
therefore this provides
them with an
empowering mind set
which frees them from
many inhibitions.
Martyrdom is difficult to
demoralise, with many of
the fighters viewing their
death as inevitable, but
that in their cause it will

be worthy, and a path to
unite with Allah and their
brothers.
Media and Technology
The media and the
availability of technology
have facilitated the rise
and spread of Islamic
State. Media has been
used by them to install
fear through barbaric
demonstrations, causing
many in opposition to
retreat in fearful silence.
The visual record has also
“The people we are fighting
today we funded twenty
years ago”
Hillary Clinton
amplified the political
impact, with threatening
messages and violent acts
raising their profile. A
jihadist website posted
“half of jihad is media”,
and with the ease to
upload new posts on
twitter, YouTube,
Facebook these
fundamentalists are able
to publicise their ideas,
aims and actions. These
powerful propaganda
tools empower the
jihadists. Their posts
contain an abundance of

violence including vast
quantities of sectarian
hate, and are also
produced in a very
professional manner.
Conclusion
Overall, I think that the
US and other western
powers can be held
responsible for the rise of
ISIS. The United States I
feel are more responsible
than the other western
powers, since they have
been consistently
involved in the long-term,
but have also continued
to be involved in the
affairs of the region
which has only inspired a
greater need amongst
the people for a rejection
of modernisation and
westernisation. The west
can be held responsible
for their invasion of Iraq
in 2003, which has
created such chaos in the
region, and their
complete withdrawal left
Iraq vulnerable, in a state
where some significant
change was bound to
occur. ISIS was also born
out of the civil war in
Syria, with the weakened
infrastructure and the
numerous divisions and
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clear disunity amongst
the people.
However, the rise of the
Islamic State in Iraq and
Syria must also be
attributed to the religious
ideology which drives it,
and the influence of
Wahhabism has helped
to shape the IS identity.
The successful rise of ISIS
however, I think is largely
a result of those who are
part of IS and the
strength of the selfdeclared caliphate. It is
the group themselves
that have inspired large
numbers, and turned
their small jihadist group
into an organisation
which is known
internationally, and has
raised fears for
superpowers. The
successful rise of ISIS is
the result of an interplay
between the weaknesses
and vulnerabilities of Iraq
and Syria and the
strengths and
exploitative nature of IS.
Emma Jenkins is now
studying at Durham
University. This article is
an abridged version of
her EPQ project.

The impact of Cowes Week on
Cowes
Harriet Ward

Cowes Week is one of the
longest-running
regular sailing regattas in
the world. Harriet Ward
looks at the impact of the
event on the settlement
which bears it’s name.
With 40 daily races, up to
1,000 boats, and 8,000
competitors ranging from
Olympic and world class
professionals to weekend
sailors. It is the largest
sailing regatta of its kind
in the world, and is held
on the Solent, and is run
by Cowes Week Limited
in the small town
of Cowes on the Isle of
Wight

Cowes
Cowes is situated at the
very North of the Isle of
White, with a population
of 17,000. Normally, the
island’s main industry is
tourism, not in Cowes but
from seaside towns such
as Sandown on the east
side, Alum Bay on the
west side with its multicoloured sand and glass
blowing factory or to visit
the Pearl Factory in
Brighstone. The island’s
industry has also focused
on the building and
design of marine craft
and materials associated
with boat-making,
including the early flying
boats, and sail-making. It
8

is the place where the
first hovercraft was
tested. Major presentday employers
include BAE Systems
Integrated System
Technologies (Insyte),
and GKN Aerospace in
East Cowes.
The general population is
either older people who
have retired there to
enjoy the warmer
climate, picturesque
scenery, and the quieter
atmosphere, as well as
having the pension to
afford the slightly more
expensive life, or it is
families with young
children as schools in the
area are good and there
are very low crime rates.
Impacts
Cowes week has positive
and negative impacts on
the town of Cowes, both
of which are very
noticeable. Come Easter
time, nightclubs, bars,
restaurants, shops and
other attractions, which
are closed during winter,
all open suddenly and
close at the end of the
sailing season. Positively,
this creates jobs, to an
extent summer jobs for
any students or younger

people, however older
residents mostly make
use of the new temporary
jobs as students are still
at university when they
first open.
The sudden increase in
demand for housing
means property rentals
massively increase as
crews need places to
stay, and so people can
rent their houses out for
huge profits.
Nevertheless this is only
in the short term, and
only houses that are
within walking distance
of the harbour, with lots
of bedrooms are wanted.
So while this can
generate a high income it
is very inconsistent for
the rest of the year.
These factors lead to an
upturn in the economy,
as it means the residents
are getting more money
as there are more jobs
available (and reduces
unemployment for the
summer months) and
some people are
receiving an income from
rent. Other factors that
help the economy include
more money being spent
in shops, for example the
co-operative would
increase its stock

enormously to cater for
all the demand from the
yachts and the rental
houses, which leads to a
massive increase in
revenue for the food
stores, a lot more than
the average seaside
town. The chandleries
increase their clothing
sales such as deck shoes
or shorts as the crews
value these items. Also,
there is an increase in
ferry activity, and
considering they make
huge profits on a day-today basis as they charge
very high prices and the
only way to get there is
on the chain ferry or the
high speed ferry (which is
particularly popular) so
people have no option
but to pay the fee. The
huge increase in the
volume of people using
the ferries is
phenomenal.
Lastly, there is never a
shortage of celebrities
and sports personalities
who come to enjoy the
competitive race action,
for example Princess Ann
often visited. This
presence of celebrates,
especially royalty, can
attract more people and
give the island a
reputation, as others may
9

see that Princess Ann
visited the yacht club on
Cowes and so they wish
to see it themselves. This
in turn helps the
economy as the number
of tourists increases
meaning more money is
spent on the island.
On the other hand
however, even though
the number of people
visiting is still bringing in
a lot of money, the
revenue has changed
significantly because
people now have less
disposable income due to
the downturn in the
economy in recent years
so the positive impacts
have lessened. This
means the negative
impacts are more
prominent.
One negative effect, and
possibly the most
important impact of
Cowes week is on the
people. People are

attracted to the quiet life
on the island and the
gentler pace of life,
however, the atmosphere
across the town
of Cowes is transformed
into that of a festival
during Cowes week and
life is completely
different. This causes a
number of people to
complain about the
change of life with the
number of loud young
people disrupting the
area. Additionally, you
have to book to get a seat
on the ferry rather than
just being able to walk
down and guarantee a
seat, which is an
inconvenience for the
residents of Cowes.
Furthermore, even
though many shops open
up, there is not the
opportunity for any
traditional souvenirs
shops to benefit from the
large number of people

because if it's not boat
related it is unlikely to be
bought as the reason
people are there is
because of the boats.
Despite some complaints
however, residents
generally tolerate it,
mainly because it keeps
Cowes alive and if it
wasn't for Cowes week
the big yacht clubs would
most likely leave the
island which would have
huge impacts on the
amount of tourism Cowes
receives.
In conclusion, Cowes
week has many impacts
on Cowes, and whether
you believe the positive
impacts outweigh the
negative impacts all
depends on who you are
and what you are looking
for. If you are the person
who loves boats, and is
young it is the perfect
time for you, however for
the majority of the
residents of Cowes it is a
dreaded time of year as
the ideals of moving to
Cowes are completely
disrupted.
Harriet Ward is studying
Geography at university
and represented GB in
sailing.
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Why Is China Building Islands In The South
China Sea?
Alexandros Kanavos

Alexandros Kanavos
reports on a potential
geopolitical storm
brewing the South China
Sea.
Nature of the Conflict
To understand why China
is building islands on the
Spratly reefs, we must
first understand the
nature of the conflict. The
South China Sea is a great

geopolitical prize.
Contrary to what the
name suggests, it is not
the property of China.
Historically it has been
called so due to the
trading interests of 16th
century European
powers, but more
recently the persistence
of this name may reflect
China's success in
dominating the region.

For reasons that will
become evident, China is
attempting to claim it by
building islands; rock and
sand is dredged from the
sea floor and pumped
into the Spratly reefs to
form new land,
destroying the marine
habitat in the process.
Naturally this has
angered the other nation11

states of the South China
Sea, who feel that China
is violating their territory.
However, without the
economic power to
oppose China and claim
islands of their own, they
depend on the United
States to help them in
conducting regular sea
trips and reconnaissance
missions. This has
infuriated the Chinese,
who believe the USA has
no right to be active in
their local waters.
Consequently, China
continues to build naval
vessels to match
America’s military might,
and the other nationstates of the South China
Sea build more vessels
for themselves to
counterbalance Chinese
dominance. Hence we
can see that a few small
islands can create a very
tense atmosphere perfect for a 21st century
arms race.

2020. Submarines allow
rival fleets to secretly
provide intelligence
information on one
another, which has led to
diplomatic anger
between nation states as
they continually try to
second-guess one
another. This conflict is
unlike those in the 20th
century in that this is not
an ideological or moral
struggle, and no direct
battles will be fought. Yet
its tension and
significance to the history
of the region make it
equally important.
Why is China claiming
territory?
Capitalist prosperity
often leads to military
acquisitions. Great
Britain’s economic
expansion in 18th century
inspired the confidence

to develop an empire.
Likewise, late 19th
century prosperity
enjoyed in the United
States enabled them to
slowly dominate the
Caribbean by forcing the
fatigued European
colonial powers out. As
China’s economy grows,
we can expect them to
flex their muscles in the
same way.
By building these islands,
China effectively claims
the South China Sea as its
own. The smaller littoral
states like Indonesia and
the Philippines lack the
military clout to respond
by building islands of
their own. They can only
watch on as China claims
their territory. The more
islands China builds, the
greater its naval presence
in the South China Sea,
which makes it difficult

Most of the South China
Sea is now rapidly
acquiring submarines.
Vietnam recently
acquired 6 Russian elites
at a cost of $2bn, and
China's submarine fleet
should equal the size of
the United States' by
12

for the USA to continue
conducting regular
reconnaissance missions
in defence of their
vulnerable allies. Over
time this has allowed
China to slowly dominate
the South China Sea.
Ask Beijing why they are
building these islands,
and they would hasten to
stress that China has a
historical claim to the
Spratly’s. This is not
entirely untrue. Chinese
fishermen have enjoyed
freedom in these waters
for centuries. Records of
the Spratly islands'
discovery exist from the
Han dynasty in the
second century BC. By
the 10th century, maps
were incorporating them
as part of the Chinese
Empire. Since the late
19th century, official maps
have incorporated the
South China Sea as
China’s sovereign
territory. However, a
closer examination of the
geopolitical benefits of
controlling these islands
suggests China isn't
claiming territory for
history’s sake - their
motives are more likely
influenced by self-

interest. They are not
unusual in that regard.
For example, one notable
benefit of a strong
foothold in the South
China Sea is the
geopolitical security it
brings. Robert. D. Kaplan,
foreign policy expert and
author of "Asia's
Cauldron" argues that
China's southern
geography, which
comprises exposed flat
plains, make it vulnerable
to attack. By dominating
all movements in the
South China Sea, the
towns on China's
southern coast - where
population density is
highest - now have a
protective geographical
blanket, which protects
them from the naval
actions of potential
adversaries to the South,
West and East.

China's geopolitical
position is not only
protected by the South
China Sea, it is
strengthened by it as
well. The think-tank
Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR) predicts
$5.3 trillion in trade pass
through the sea every
year. Considering that
90% of all trade travels by
sea, the South China
Sea's importance in
acting as a bridge
between the global sea
lanes of the Western
Pacific and Indian oceans
cannot be understated.
Chinese control over the
South China Sea thus
deters its potentially
hostile neighbours from
trying to engage China
militarily, as they would
be severely
disadvantaged if Beijing
blocks their trade routes.
Additionally, control over
the sea gives China
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access to vastly
country to be
In spite of this, it is
unexplored oil and gas
geopolitically stable, it
important not to overreserves. In this sense,
must be prepared for
romanticise how
many have argued this to
war. If more serious
promising the energy
be a resource conflict.
conflict was to break out
reserves of the South
CNOOC - the China
between China and the
China Sea are; CNOOC
National Offshore Oil
allied nations of the
has been repeatedly
Corporation - estimates
South China Sea, a
accused of exaggerating
over 125billion barrels of
blockaded Malacca Strait
how much oil is actually
oil and 500 trillion cubic
would have the same
available. The United
feet (cf) of natural gas are
effect of placing China
States Energy
available in the South
under siege, starving
Information
China Sea. That would be
them of most trade and
Administration (EIA)
much larger
estimates
The 900-km long (550 miles) Malacca Strait links Asia with
than China's
just 11
the Middle East and Europe,
own offshore
billion
production, and
barrels of oil
the relative
(only 9% of
proximity to
CNOOC's
the Chinese
estimate)
mainland could
and 190 Tcf
reduce the
of gas are
costs of energy
available.
consumption.
Not to
Access to this
mention that
energy would
of these
also make them
reserves,
less dependent
only 50% is
on Middle
exploitable
Eastern oil
under
imports.
carryingenergy
about 40
percentThis
of the world's trade.
supplies, which would be
current technologies. This
would give China's
geopolitically beneficial
means that the South
adversaries huge
to China as it would
China would only yield
diplomatic leverage,
reduce their reliance on
enough oil to cover 12
which is a risk Beijing
the Malacca strait.
months of Chinese
understandably does not
imports (c.5-6bn barrels),
want to take. By being
The Malacca strait is
which wouldn't make
less reliant on the strait,
flanked by Malaysia,
constructing these islands
China can source its
Indonesia and Singaporeeconomically viable.
energy needs more
nation-states not entirely
Likewise with the South
safely.
friendly to China. For any
China Sea's gas reserves
14

most are not worth the
expense. They lie in deep
offshore fields, which
require either expensive
pipelines or FLNG
technology (Floating
Liquefied Natural Gas
vessels), which CNOOC
itself abandoned last year
on the basis of being too
expensive and of
unproven efficacy.
Clearly, China is not
building islands solely to
extract energy. Instead,
they are motivated by the
increased geopolitical
power the dominance of
the South China Sea
brings.
A conflict driven by
nationalism?
China's domestic politics
may play a significant role
in fostering a political
culture that sanctions

aggressive foreign policy.
This is the case argued by
foreign policy analyst
Tianbiao Zhu in his article
in The China Review. The
communist party use
nationalist tactics to
maintain public
confidence in the state.
Crucial to the success of
nationalism is the idea of
"national independence".
To the modern eye it may
seem as though China has
the independence it
needs. But for a nation
with a proud history of
successive empires, their
subsequent military
domination by the British
and Japanese Empires in
the 19th and 20th
centuries has scarred
them. Never again will
foreigners take
advantage of them; in
their eyes, it is China's

turn to be the dominant
political power.
The aggressive foreign
policy of claiming the
South China Sea
promotes "national
independence" because it
gives China both the
geopolitical power and
security to protect their
interests, shifting the
balance of power firmly
towards their hands.
Therefore, this conflict is
about much more than
the construction of small
manmade islands; it is a
reflection of China's
success in the power
politics of the 21st
century.

Alexandros Kanavos is an
Upper Sixth geographer.

Follow the CLFS Geography Department on TWITTER:

@CLFSGeog
The department uses the twitter account to tweet geographical news stories, interesting blog
posts and other information to enhance the geographical learning of pupils, not just at CLFS but
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anywhere!
Anyone is welcome to follow us, and to keep up to date with the goings on in the geography
department.

Problems in Paradise? Impacts of tourism
in the Lake District
Jack Symonds

Jack Symonds
investigates the impacts
and management of
tourism in the Lake
District.
The Lake District National
Park is located in North
West England in Cumbria,
where each year 16.4
million people visit the
regions stunning
mountains and lakes, and
an estimated total of 1.12
billion pounds is believed
to have been spent there
in 2014 alone. Of the
40,800 people that live in
the Lake District, a lot are

employed by the thriving
tourist industry, which
boosts the local economy
massively. However, in
order for this tourism to
be sustainable, and for
the area to be enjoyed by
generations to come, it is
essential that the Lake
District is carefully
managed by community
schemes, and local
organisations.
Benefits of tourism
The large number of
visitors each year enables
local shops, such as gift
shops, to be able to

function, and this
therefore generates more
jobs in the area.
Furthermore, despite the
adverse effect of large
visitor numbers on the
environment, money can
be put back into
conservation to improve
the locations where the
mass tourism has had the
worst impact. An
example of this is the ‘Fix
the Fells’ organisation
which relies on public
funding from the tourism
industry. Also, some of
the public transport
services that have been
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put in to cater for the
increasing visitor
numbers can be used to
benefit local people, and
make travelling around
the region cheaper and
faster. For example, in
the Borrowdale valley
buses now run almost
twice as much in the
summer than they
previously did in 2004.
This is an indication of
the increasing numbers
of visitors to the region.
Disadvantages of tourism
The main issue that an
area of countryside faces
when tourism numbers
increases is
environmental. For
example, large numbers
of people walking the
fells will not only erode
down footpaths and kill
vegetation, but will
inevitably result in
widespread littering by
the walkers. As well as
this, increased surface
run off of fertilizers from
farmers’ fields has
resulted in Lake
Eutrophication, and
widespread algal blooms.
Moreover, the increased
popularity that Lakelands
breath-taking scenery has
attracted from the British
public has a direct

correlation with the
increase in traffic
congestion into the park.
This is due to there being
limited routes into the
National Park, such as the
road north via Ambleside
being one of very few
routes in. The fact there
are more cars on the
roads has therefore
resulted in higher traffic
pollution levels.
Additionally, although the
gift shops and cafes in
the Lake District are a
good source of
employment, the jobs are
very seasonal, and will
often have low wages.
Also, the shops will
largely cater for tourists,
and so are of little use to
locals, as well as the fact
that prices are expensive
in these cafes. Finally,
because of the huge

purchase a house in the
National Park, and have
had to buy property
elsewhere.

demand for property in
the Lake District the
house prices have been
driven up, and this has
directly resulted in local
people struggling to

has economic importance
(farming purposes) and
also for environmental
importance (maintaining
biodiversity and wildlife)

The role of a National
Park
In 1995 the
environmental agency
revised the original
legislation that it had set
out, and stated that a
national parks role should
be to:
-Conserve and enhance
the natural beauty,
wildlife and cultural
heritage of the area.
-Promote opportunities
for the public to learn
about special qualities of
the National Park.
The Lake District is also
an important location for
conservation because it
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Management
Fix the Fells
Fix the Fells is a
programme organised by
the National Trust and
National Park rangers in
an attempt to reduce and
repair existing erosion.
Over the next 10 years
there are plans in place
to repair 120 paths,
prioritised depending on
their need for reparation.
In each case the desired
action must be approved
by the programmed
board. The path leading
up to Fairfield summit
from Grisedale tarn is a
recent example of
voluntary work. Over the
course of the summer of
2013 the South Lakes
team worked to repair
the path, which had
eroded to scree at many
points. The techniques
used involved narrowing
the path and relaying
stones along the way, as
well as soil inversion,
where the top two feet of
soil is turned over so the
soil underneath provides
a firmer surface for
walking on. The final
technique used is to lay
sheep’s wool in areas of
boggy land, and the

folded wool is able to
absorb excess moisture
to create a floating path
which can then have
stones layered over it.
Nurture Lakeland
Nurture Lakeland is an
independent charity that
aims to make Cumbria’s
tourism sustainable by
enabling businesses and
individuals to be able to
contribute to
conservation. It is a
program that is
composed of many
different initiatives such
as Love the Lakes, Drive
less See more and Low
carbon cottages.
Love the Lakes is a
program designed to
reduce the amount of
phosphates that is getting
deposited into lakes, such
as Lake Windermere, on a

daily basis. This will
therefore improve the
quality of the water by
reducing the volume of
harmful phosphates that
farmers are using, and
therefore the water
quality of the lakes can
be improved by reducing
the number of algal
blooms formed by
eutrophication.
Low carbon cottages
aims to reduce emissions
and running costs of
typical holiday cottages,
without resulting in a loss
of the cottages original
character. By making the
cottages more
environmentally friendly,
by fitting them with more
carbon neutral and
efficient devices, the
cottage owners can
become more carbon
neutral, and for a small
cost.
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Drive Less See More
encourages visitors to the
Lake District to go one
day in their holiday
without a car, and to use
the extensive public
services available to them
in the National Park. In an
attempt to make this
easier for visitors Nurture
Lakeland has improved
bike and bus routes, as
well as creating pay-asyou-go hire points for
cars and bikes at various
points in the Lake District.
Go Lakes Travel was the
official initiative run by
the Cumbria County
Council, and £8 million
was spent on it up until
spring 2015. Finally,
Sustainable Challenge
Events enables people to
partake in sport and
leisure activities
outdoors, such as
triathlons and sailing,
without compromising
opportunities for people
to be able to enjoy the
region in the future.
Friends of the Lake
District
Friends of the Lake
District are an organised
committee, which is
actively involved in
campaigning for positive
changes for the Lake

District. For example, the
Lake District is currently
under threat from the
largest planned electricity
building project in the
UK, in the South West of
the park. This committee
has been very keen to
prevent this outcome,
and are currently
collecting signatures to
oppose the project. A film
has also been
commissioned to be
made by award winning
film maker Dom Bush to
illustrate the struggle
that the National Park
“If the millions of people that
visit the Lake District each year
can become actively involved in
the conservation of the park,
future generations will get the
chance to also experience the
beautiful scenery and
landscape”.
faces against flooding in
future years, and how the
issue can be overcome.
However, the extent of
the flooding is expected
to only get worse. The
film also addresses the
chaos that resulted from
Storm Desmond in the
whole region. The final
issue that the committee
is involved in is the felling
of trees in the Lake
District, which provide

vital ecosystems for
animals such as the
native Red Squirrel.
How will climate change
affect the Lake District?
As climate change has a
growing influence,
weather patterns will
begin to change and the
region will become more
susceptible to extreme
events. Animal habitats
will increasingly get
destroyed unless
communities begin to cut
their energy costs, and
begin to use more
renewable energy
sources. Also, by people
acting quickly, there is a
large business possibility
for low-impact holidays,
which will continue to
play an important role in
making the Lake District a
more carbon neutral
place. Ultimately, if the
millions of people that
visit the Lake District
each year can become
actively involved in the
conservation of the park,
future generations will
get the chance to also
experience the beautiful
scenery and landscape.

Jack Symonds is an
Upper Sixth Geographer.
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That Sinking Feeling: the Geography of
Sinkholes
Nadia Buckingham

Nadia Buckingham
investigates the strange
phenomenon of
sinkholes. A sinkhole is a
cavity or depression in
the ground. It ranges in
size from 1 to 600m in
diameter and depth. They
can suddenly form or
take up to thousands of
years to form. They can
have soil lined bowls or
bedrock edged chasms
and they are found all
over the world.
Causes
Physical
They usually occur due to
Karst processes. These
include the chemical
dissolution of carbonate
rocks, for example,
limestone or chalk, and

also suffusion processes.
Florida has many
sinkholes because all of
the state has limestone
underneath the ground
surface layer. Salt
deposits are also very
prone to erosion and are
likely places for sinkholes
to form. Therefore,
underground water and
erosion triggers a
sinkhole to occur.
Extreme weather also
causes sinkholes.
Droughts cause the water
table to drop while heavy
rain puts extra pressure
on the ground surface. If
this occurs above a
cavity, this can trigger the
ground surface to
collapse

Human
If there is heavy weight
on top of soft soil this can
also trigger a collapse of
the ground surface layer.
This could be due to
heavy traffic.
If the land surface is
changed, the ground is
more susceptible to
sinkholes.
Human activities can also
make a sinkhole
occurrence more
probable. Drilling, mining,
construction, broken
water or drain pipes,
excessive pumping of
groundwater and the
aftermath of excavation
work due to improperly
compacted soil can cause
sinkholes due to the
disturbance to the soil
and rock on the surface
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and the layer under the
surface of the ground.
Formation
Although a sinkhole can
appear without warning,
they do take a long time
to develop as erosion can
take many years. The
ground is not as strong as
it appears to be. It is
made up of dirt, soil,
sand, mud, rocks and
minerals with acidic
water continually seeping
around impermeable
rocks and through
permeable, porous and
pervious rocks. This is
known as percolation,
and throughflow. The
water is acidic as the
rainfall that has
infiltrated absorbs carbon
dioxide and reacts with
the decaying vegetation.
The water travels to a
river or to the
groundwater reservoir to
be stored or transported
in baseflow to a river or
in groundwater flow. As
the water is moving it
erodes the soluble rocks
and minerals, for
example, limestone
(calcium carbonate) or
gypsum (calcium
sulphate) by an erosion
process known as
solution or corrosion. The
flow of water can

increase to an extent that
the underground
structure of the land is
washed away creating an
underground cavity. Due
to the lack of support of
the ground surface from
the cavity forming, the
top soil becomes too
weak and can no longer

on a number of factors.
The rock type and ground
type affects this as
consolidated deposits like
sandstone will form a
“bridge” over the cavity
until their tensional
strength has been
exceeded where as gravel
and sand are easily

support the weight above
it. Consequently, the top
soil collapses into the
carved out cavity below.
This causes a hole to
open up, known as a
sinkhole, which literally
swallows everything
above it making it very
dangerous if humans or
manmade resources are
on top of it as it can
happen within a few
minutes or up to several
hours.

washed away and will
collapse quickly as they
are not held in place. The
acidity of the water also
affects the rate of
collapse. The acidity can
vary from pH 6.5, which is
drinkable, to as low a pH
as pH 4. This can alter the
rate of erosion, which can
influence the collapse
rate. Rock and ground
types can increase the
acidity of the water
flowing around it, for
example, iron, sandstone,
shale and sand.

How long the collapse
takes to occur depends
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Uses
For hundreds of years
people have used
sinkholes to dispose of
waste. However, this
pollutes groundwater
supplies and this can lead
to severe health impacts
for people in some areas.
Some sinkholes are very
deep. If they are
connected to caves,
experienced cavers enjoy
the challenge of exploring
them. If they are formed
in coral reefs and islands
and are therefore filled
with water, they are
known as blue holes and
are popular amongst
divers.
Types of Sinkholes
Solution Sinkholes
They are found in areas
that have a very thin
layer of soil on the
ground, which exposes
the bedrock below to
continual water erosion.
When the water
percolates through the
rock, small pieces of rock
are transported in the
water and are deposited
in the small depression,
created by the eroded
bedrock. The bowlshaped hole is formed
and can become, from
further erosion, quite

large. The bedrock could
collapse suddenly but it
can also slowly collapse
over a long period of
time.
Cover Collapse Sinkholes
They occur where there is
deep layer of soil above
the bedrock. As the
bedrock is eroded, faults
form in the rocky areas
around it. This causes
weaknesses to occur in
the layers of soil above.
The weaknesses become
a large hole in the
bedrock, which is unable
to support the weight of
the ground on top of it.
The ground collapses
suddenly and large holes
are likely to form within
minutes.
Cover Subsidence
Sinkholes
They are found where the
types of soil, covering the
bedrock, do not bind well
together. They occur
particularly in areas
where the soil contains a
large proportion of clay
and sand. As the bedrock
is eroded, sand and clay
permeates through the
soil and settles in the
eroded parts of the
bedrock, where new
space has been created.

This causes a depression
to form in the ground
surface layer of soil,
however, unlike with the
other types of sinkholes,
there is no cavity below
the ground surface, and
therefore, no collapsing
of the soil on the surface
of the ground. This type
of sinkhole forms over
time.
Effects
The severity of the
impacts of a sinkhole
occurring varies
depending on how long it
takes to form and where
and how it was formed.
The biggest effects tend
to be when a sinkhole has
formed suddenly in a
densely populated urban
area or in an urban area
where there is damage to
infrastructure and repairs
may need to be made not
only where the sink hole
has formed due to
secondary impacts.
Natural sinkholes form on
land, which alters the
general topography of
the area and changes
where underground
channels of water flow.
Natural sinkholes can also
form in oceans.
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In urban areas,
particularly if they form
suddenly and without
warning, they can cause
deaths, injuries and
damage to buildings and
infrastructure. Secondary
impacts of this include
fires, loss of transport
routes, poor
communication, shock
and trauma. These
effects also vary
depending on how
developed the country is
and how good their
rescue and emergency
system is as some
secondary impacts can be
prevented or reduced
with good management
strategies.
Some sinkholes can be
formed from a leak in an
underground storm drain
or in a sewage system.
The impacts of these can
often be seen for many
miles due to the high
level of damage and
therefore, high level of
necessary repairs. This
can cause major
disruption and is likely to
be costly.
Sinkholes can particularly
cause serious damage to
buildings as although a
building may not be
swallowed by the hole, it

can cause damage to the
foundations of the
buildings. This is because
the foundations are likely
to be deep and the
ground is unstable and
more prone to erosion
and therefore, this can
make the buildings
dangerous. Therefore,
even though a building
may not have collapsed,
it may need to be pulled
down and rebuilt on safer
ground. This is likely to be
a greater problem in
developed countries due
to deeper foundations in
place. However, although
less developed countries
are likely to have less or
no foundations for
buildings, the buildings
are likely to be flimsier
and less strong and
therefore, buildings next
to the sinkhole are still at
a high risk of collapsing
due to weaker ground
and are therefore,
dangerous. The pulling
down process and
rebuilding is also likely to
be financially harder for
people or the
government to afford as
the country is poorer and
people are less likely to
have insurance where as
in developed country,
most people will have

insurance and, in
comparison, it is less
costly for the
government. Therefore, I
believe that this impact is
likely to have a greater
effect on less developed
countries.
Another impact is that
toxic chemicals can be
brought up to the earth’s
surface, which can
pollute the groundwater.
This, particularly in less
developed countries, can
be detrimental to
people’s health as dirty
drinking water can cause
diseases such as cholera
and diarrhoea. Chemicals
in the water can also
damage vegetation and
poison animals in rivers.
This negative,
environmental impact
interferes greatly with
ecosystems across many
species and destroys
animal habitats. Polluted
water can also affect crop
growth. This is a
particularly significant
impact in less developed
countries, where crops
not only provide food for
people but are also a
primary source of
income. This has the
potential to cause
famines, depending on
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the number of crops
affected, and could make
people even poorer.
Prevention, Prediction
and Protection

Poverty and development:
How much is physical
geography to blame?
Tor Walberg

Although we cannot
prevent natural
sinkholes, sinkholes
resulting from human
negligence, in time,
should be possible to
prevent. Prevention of
these includes
maintaining underground
systems and having good
plumbing that is checked
regularly.
Geologists are trying to
identify areas susceptible
to sinkholes. In Florida,
where sinkholes are a
regular occurrence, $1
million was invested in
creating a sinkhole
vulnerability map.
However, there are
disadvantages and
advantages.
Nasa scientists have testdriven a system, which
could be able to predict
when the next major sink
hole could appear.
Nadia Buckingham is an
Upper Sixth Geographer.

Tor Walberg investigates
the link between a
country’s physical
geography, and its level
of development.
There is no question that
the level of development
of a nation, (a large body
of people united by
common descent, history,
culture or language
inhabiting a particular
state or territory) is
impacted by its physical
geography. This
development is measured
by the nation’s literacy
rate, healthcare access,
standard of living, quality

of life and technological
progress. The question is
more one of how large a
role physical geography
plays in a nation’s
development and how
much other factors such
as bad governance,
human geography and
supranational powers
(those that have power
or authority that is
greater than that of
single country) e.g. the
colonial powers or the
World bank/IMF, are
determinants of
development. Could a
nation with poor physical
geography,
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such as desert, develop
to the same level as one
with good physical
geography, or would it
always be destined to
finish in second place?
Likewise, would a country
with abundant natural
resources and good
physical geography
always become the most
developed, despite being
held back by other
determinants of
development?

communications through
which trade could flow,

rapids, which make them
virtually impassable and

The impact of physical
geography certainly
impacts a nation’s
development. The three
most important features
for development are
rivers, mountains/deserts
and the orientation of the
continents. Throughout
history rivers have been
important for trade,
hydropower,
communications, the
inter-related effect of
technological diffusion
and food. China was
benefitted by the long,
accessible Yangtze and
Yellow rivers, which
provided fertile soils,
thereby increasing food
production and
population densities. In
addition they were easily
navigable

as Marshall (2015)
argues. Initially this had
an impact on standards
of living as people were
able to access and benefit
from a wider variety of
goods, but it also had a
secondary effect. With
the traders came news of
new technologies and
often the technologies
themselves. In this way
inventors/innovators
could build upon each
other’s work, accelerating
technological
development that would
in turn, further increase
quality of life and
standards of living. This
did not happen in Africa,
which, although home to
several long rivers such as
the Zambezi, has few
without waterfalls or

therefore less useful as
communications. In more
recent times, with the
development of using
water to power
machinery, rivers have
proved even more
beneficial with water
mills and hydroelectric
power being used to save
labour and speed up
industrial processes. This
has allowed further
increases in standards of
living as the productive
potential of nations with
rivers increases.
Another aspect of
physical geography is the
presence of mountains
and deserts. These
impede a nation’s
development, and can
prove such practically
insurmountable barriers
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that they can only be
overcome with the
advent of modern
technology, developed
elsewhere. In Nepal, a
region home to Mount
Everest in the Himalayas,
the mountain village of
Nangi has no road access,
with school children
being educated over the
internet. A further
adverse effect of
mountains on
development is that they
make lands inaccessible
and split up the
population, leading to
lower population
densities. This was a key
factor in reducing the
pace of development in
New Guinea, where the
area’s mountains divided
the already small
population. Low
population densities such
as this reduce the
capability for people to
specialise. There can
therefore be no full time
scientists/ researchers or
even an army, as
everybody must provide
for him or herself, and
therefore become
subsistence farmers.
Furthermore a low
population density
provides issues for
healthcare provision, as

people must travel far to
access a hospital. Deserts
pose a problem due to
their infertility, leading to
a population such as the
Bedouin being huntergatherers because the
soil is too poor to support
farming. Large fixed
settlements do not
develop, so educational
possibilities are limited.
The orientation of the
continents, a further
aspect of physical
geography, determined
the spread of
“Deserts pose a problem due to
their infertility, leading to a
population such as the Bedouin
being hunter-gatherers
because the soil is too poor to
support farming”.
domesticated
plants/animals and
therefore food
production, according to
Diamond (1998). Plants
and animals have evolved
in particular climates, and
will often die if exposed
to a climate they have
not evolved in. In this
way the flora and fauna
on a continent will be
broadly similar along the
lines of latitude.
Therefore a plant
domesticated in northern

China could feasibly also
be grown in Europe. This
lead to the Eurasian
continent, with the
largest latitudinal span of
any continent,
experiencing food
production first, as the
time consuming and
difficult task of
domestication only
needed to occur once.
Conversely, food
production was made
more difficult in the
Americas, the continent
with the longest
longitudinal span in the
world, as domestication
needed to be done twice,
once on each side of the
equator. Hence food
production, leading to
the benefits of higher
population density,
specialisation bringing
higher standards of living
and better service
access/provision, was
more likely to occur if a
continent was/is
orientated East-West,
rather than North-South.
Another determinant of
development is the
impact of bad
governance for a
country’s physical assets.
This can scupper an
economy and negate or
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reverse the beneficial
effects brought by good
physical geography e.g.
high resource
endowments. An
example of this is ‘Dutch
Disease’, first
documented in the
Netherlands, where the
effect was experienced
following the discovery of
natural gas reserves in
1959. This occurs when
large amounts of natural
resources are extracted
and exported. An influx of
foreign currency occurs,
which raises demand for
the local currency.
Therefore the local
currency appreciates,
increasing the price of
exports and reducing
international
competitiveness. As a
result, local jobs are
often lost (from an article
called ‘What Dutch
disease is, and why it’s
bad’, 2014 – the
Economist). Governments
should instead invest
abroad, and therefore
depreciate their currency.
A further issue connected
to abundant natural
resources is a change in
attitudes. People believe
the money from the
natural resources will last
forever and there is no

need to be competitive as
there is enough money to
go around. This attitude
has reduced Nigeria’s
competitiveness and
therefore economic
development after the
discovery of oil, as the
government has
overspent on
construction projects,
whilst no longer having as
much money for
education or healthcare.
The human geography of
a nation is also a
determinant of its
development. One of the
most detrimental effects
of human geography for a
nation comes when it is
culturally divided and the
different cultural groups
are struggle for control
over the others within
the shared territory.
These countries tend to
be ruled by leaders who

unfairly favour whichever
cultural group they come
from. This constant
struggle for power
requires leaders to worry
more about keeping
control than developing
their country. In a
culturally divided nation a
‘strong man’ is needed to
control the rival factions,
for example the ex-leader
of Iraq Saddam Hussein.
A ‘strong man’ such as
him united the country
through political, cultural
and military attacks
against the factions in
order to control them.
However, as Tim Marshall
argues in ‘prisoners of
geography’, “In reality
the people were never
unified, they were only
frozen with fear.” This
further reduces
development by reducing
quality of life. In addition,
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a divide such as is present
in Iraq between Sunni
and Shia Muslims can
lead to domestic and
foreign conflicts. This
issue has been disastrous
for the development of
countries, such as Iraq.
Quality of life is reduced
by the constant fear of
being killed, the conflict
disrupts services such as
education/healthcare
whilst the physical and
trade
destruction/disruption
caused by war reduces
the standard of living.
The interference of
supranational powers,
such as the colonial
powers, also impacts a
nation’s development.
For example, Britain
created countries and
borders that would never
have been formed under
normal conditions. One
such example is the
Sykes-Picot line, dividing
the Ottoman Empire after
World War 1. This
broadly straight line took
no account of the various
different cultural groups
living within the
territories, being made
simply for the
convenience of colonial
Britain and France,

creating the problems of
human geography
explained above.
Another influence of
supranational powers is
that of the World Bank
and other such
development focussed
organisations, which give
loans to developing

countries in order to
accelerate their
development. These
loans have conditions
such as the liberalisation
and deregulation of
trade, investment and
the financial sector,
which, as Ha-Joon Chang
argues in ‘23 things they
don’t tell you about
capitalism’, may actually
restrict the development
of lesser developed
nations. Indeed, when
post-colonial countries

were growing through
state-led and often
protectionist policies in
the immediately postcolonial period they were
growing faster than in the
current period which has
been a time of marketorientated growth,
required by the
conditions attached to

many World Bank loans.
This is because different
economic policies are
required for different
countries at different
stages of economic
development.
Protectionism is needed
in emerging economies to
protect developing local
industries from
international
competition. Once these
industries are large
enough to experience
cost savings due to their
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size the trade barriers can
be lifted, as happened in
America when it was
developing. Indeed,
Ulysses Grant, US
president from 18691877, in opposition to
British insistence on free
trade stated that, “within
200 years, when America
has gotten out of
protection all that it can
offer, it too will adopt
free trade”.
Although trade between
developed industries is
key to a country’s
growth, a nation’s
neighbours can make this
both costly and difficult.
This can be both positive,
with good neighbours,
and negative, with bad.
These effects are
magnified if the country
in question is landlocked,
as without expensive air
transport a landlocked
country has no
alternative but to depend
on its neighbour’s
infrastructure to export.
The result is that
landlocked countries with
good neighbours who
have good infrastructure
are more likely to be
developed than those
with bad neighbours with
bad/non-existent

infrastructure. Therefore
landlocked Switzerland
will be more developed
than landlocked Uganda,
as trade can lead to
increases in standards of
living and, due to the
increased wealth of a
country increases in
healthcare/ education
provision. Switzerland
experiences another
benefit from its
neighbours: Germany,
France, Italy, Austria and

“Landlocked countries
with good neighbours who
have good infrastructure
are more likely to be
developed”
Liechtenstein – they are
its market. This leads to
the growth spill over
effect. Paul Collier has
found that for every 1% a
neighbouring market
grows, the local one can
be expected to grow by
0.4%, in part due to an
increased ability to
export. As a result
Switzerland has another
advantage over Uganda;
its neighbours are helping
it to grow. In addition,
Uganda’s neighbours
actually hinder its level of
development due to the
combat spill over effect.

The conflict and violence
in neighbouring South
Sudan is a risk to the
Ugandan government,
who are forced to
increase armed forces
spending for their own
security. This means that
there is less money in the
budget for healthcare or
education, reducing the
rate of development. In
addition, quality of life
decreases due to the fear
of conflict in communities
along the border. Local
standards of living will
also be decreased
relative to what they
could have been, because
foreign direct investment
will have been scared off
due to investors not
regarding the country as
a secure location to
invest their money.
The level of development
of a nation depends on a
wide variety of factors, of
which an entire and total
list can never be created.
However, of the main
factors discussed here:
human geography, bad
governance, bad
neighbours,
supranational powers
and physical geography, I
believe that no single
factor alone can
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determine the level of a
nation’s development.
Indeed, having one
negative factor will not
doom a country to be
lesser developed,
although it may prevent it
from being the most
developed, in contrast to
other nations who have
no negative influences.
However, I believe that

the most important of
the factors mentioned for
determining
development is physical
geography. It raises the
possibility of being
landlocked with bad
neighbours, fractures
populations due to
physical barriers and
determines the spread of
food production,

population density and
trade.

Tor Walberg is an Upper
Sixth Geographer.
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Will Tribes Survive the Next Decade?
Georgia Silva

Isolated or ‘lost’
communities live by
choice without significant
contact with global
civilisation. Most tribes
are located in the thickly
forested areas of Central
Africa, South America and
Papua New Guinea,
where there is an
estimated forty-four
tribes. Few groups, such
as the Sentinelese, have
remained totally cut off
from the modern world
however we know of
their existence from
aerial footage and
infrequent encounters

with neighbouring tribes.
It is extremely unlikely
that there are any tribes
whose existence is
completely unknown to
anyone.
Threats
0.4% of Brazil’s total
population is made up of
tribes people however in
1500 the country had
2000 tribes but now only
240 remain. Tribes all
over the world face many
threats to their continued
existence and the
question is being asked if
they can survive in the

future. The Awa tribe is
one of the few nomadic
hunter gatherer tribes
left in Brazil with only 355
surviving members due
to the rise in agroindustrial projects, cattle
ranches, colonist
settlements and illegal
logging.
Disease is the biggest
killer of isolated tribal
people. They have not
developed immunity to
viruses such as influenza,
measles and chicken pox
that most other societies
have been in contact with
for hundreds of years. In
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Peru, more than 50% of
the previouslyuncontacted Nahua tribe
were wiped out following
oil exploration on their
land in the early 1980s,
and the same tragedy
engulfed the Murunahua
in the mid-1990s after
being forcibly contacted
by illegal mahogany
loggers.
In 1970 the Panará
people of Brazil
numbered between 350
and 400 people, and lived
in five villages. A major
highway was bulldozed
through their land in the
early 1970s. Road
builders enticed Indians
out of the forest with
alcohol and prostituted
some women. Soon
waves of epidemics
swept through the tribe
and 186 Panará died. In
an emergency operation,
the survivors were

airlifted to the Xingu
Park, where yet more
died. Soon there were
only 69
Panará left. More than
four fifths of the tribe
had been killed in just
eight years.
In 2014 the Brazilian
government agency
‘Funai’ in charge of
indigenous Indian affairs
posted a press release
stating that seven
members of an isolated
Indian tribe emerged
from the Amazon and
made peaceful contact
with a village on the
Peruvian border. The
tribesmen explained that
violent attacks by
outsiders had driven
them from the forest,
and their elder relatives
were massacred and their
homes were set on fire.
Illegal loggers and

cocaine traffickers in Peru
are likely to blame
according to Funai. This
out of the ordinary event
reveals that the tribes
know far more about the
outside world than most
people think and that the
common misconception
that isolated tribes live in
a bubble of wilderness is
false. The truth is that
tribes are in danger of
dying out due to the
many threats they face
from our fast changing
world.

Case Study: The
Sentinelese
The Sentinelese Tribe
reside on the tiny island
of North Sentinel, part of
the Andaman group of
islands in the Bay of
Bengal. The tribe is
unique even among
uncontacted tribes in
their complete isolation
from other cultures and
external threats. All of
the other islands in the
chain have been explored
and their respective
Native people have
developed relations with
the central government
but rarely have outsiders
set foot on the North
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Sentinel Island.
Interestingly New Dehli
has set up a three mile
exclusion zone around it.
There is an estimated 50
to 400 living there
however details about
them are largely
unknown due to their
refusal to engage with
the outside world.

retrieve the fishermen’s
bodies they were greeted
by arrows from the
tribesmen that prevented
their craft from landing.
This hostile and vicious
attitude towards the
outside world is probably
what has saved them
from extinction over the
centuries. The

Dark green areas are home to uncontacted tribes in Brazil.

most likely reason for
their hostile isolation is
fear. People have this
romanticised view that
isolated tribes have
chosen to keep away
from the modern ‘evil’
world whereas the truth
is likely to be that they
are too afraid to do so.
From the time white
Europeans first arrived in
the Americas, indigenous
peoples learned to fear
them and passed down
this message down
generations through oral
histories.
2004 Tsunami

They have rejected all
types of communication
with outsiders repeatedly
and are extremely
protective of their coral
reef ringed terrain. The
Sentinelese have a
fearsome reputation an
are often described as
‘savage’ or ‘backward’
after they violently
murdered two fishermen
who strayed onto the
island. Then when an
Indian coastguard
helicopter attempted to

Sentinelese language is
completely
incomprehensible, even
to neighbouring tribes
suggesting that they have
maintained this hostile
isolation for hundreds or
even thousands of years.
Using DNA from the
surrounding tribes and
the unique isolation of
the Sentinelese singular
genetic lineage their
history may be as far
reaching as 60,000 years.
Little is known about the
tribe’s way of life but the

Initially the impact of the
tsunami on the
Sentinelese people was
assumed to be
catastrophic. However it
has been revealed from
aerial footage that the
tribe survived whereas
inhabitants on nearby
islands were greatly
affected by the colossal
wave. This raises the
question of how did they
survive this disaster,
which killed 250,000 and
affected 18 different
countries? Government
officials and
anthropologists believe
that ancient knowledge
of the movement of the
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view of life are unique,
they know things we
don’t. They add
enormously to the
diversity of human life
and it is their human right
to live.
The ‘Last of his Tribe’

wind, sea and birds may
have saved the tribe
allowing them to reach
higher lands before the
disaster struck.
Future Survival
It is extremely important
that these groups survive.
Although they are small
in number they are the
most vulnerable people
on the planet. Their
languages, knowledge of
plants and animals in
their environment and

Threats to these isolated
peoples have meant that
some tribes are tragically
down to their very last
members. It is believed
that the tribe occupying
the region of Tanaru is
down to its last member.
He is called ‘The Man in
the Hole’ because of the
holes he digs to hide and
trap animals. Little is
know of this man as he
has rejected all attempts
at contact. In 2007 the
government, concerned
about protecting the
well-being of the lone
tribesman, designated a
31 square mile area
around where he was

found to be off limits to
any kind of development
or trespassing. However
his life is constantly
under threat from attacks
from ranchers. Five cattle
farms now encircle his
territory and on a
number of occasions the
ranchers have
complained that its one
man sitting on 8,000
hectares of land.
Conclusion
Unlike the Sentinelese,
other isolated groups
such as those in South
America do not live on an
island cut off from
mainstream society and
pressures from mining,
logging, drug trafficking
are just some of the
threats to these tribes
survival. It is important
we look to the future of
these tribes and ask
ourselves whether we
should attempt to help
these people or continue
the current ‘leave them
alone’ strategy. Will this
work or at the end of the
day will external threats
win? Whose choice
should it be, theirs or
ours?
Georgia Silva is an Upper
Sixth Geographer.
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Book Reviews
Blood River : A Journey
to Africa’s Broken Heart
By Tim Butcher.
‘Blood River’ tells the
story of the Daily
Telegraph correspondent
Butcher’s African
expedition. His aim was
to retrace the legendary
expedition of HM Stanley,
who along with Dr
Livingstone first mapped
the Congo River in the
1870s.
As the book shockingly
reveals, despite 130 years
of worldwide social,
technological and
economic advances,
‘Prisoners of Geography’
by Tim Marshall
‘Prisoners of Geography’
explains our world’s
geopolitical situation
using 10 maps of
different countries. The
aim of the book is to
broaden people’s
understanding of how the
physical geography of a
country can often
influence it’s political and
economic make-up.
Around the world,
leaders are constrained
by the geography of their
nation. Their choices are
restricted by mountains,
rivers and seas. When
By Georgia Silva and Hana Castle

there is little difference
between the Congo seen
by Stanley and Butcher.
The Democratic Republic
of Congo has often been
described as ‘the most
daunting, backward
country on the earth’
which from Butcher’s
description of the country
most definitely lives up to
its name. Butcher
describes the country as
poverty ridden with burnt
out villages, mass graves,
Mai Mai gunmen and a
society where rape and
murder occur daily. In
addition, the everadvancing jungle means
that today only 1000 km
trying to understand
world events, news
organisations often tend
to focus on political
movements, people and
ideas, but not geography.
Tim Marshall examines
Russia, China, the United
States of America, Latin
America, the Middle East,
Africa, Europe, Japan,
Korea, Greenland and the
Artic, including their
mountains, climate,
rivers, deserts and
borders. This provides
context which is usually
missing from political
reports: how do the
physical characteristics of
a nation effect their
strengths and

of roads remain,
compared to 111,971km
of well-maintained roads
during the colonial
period.
Having completed his
expedition, Butcher
wrote, I ‘touched the
heart of Africa and found
it broken’, this sums up
the disturbing reality of
central Africa today, and
shows the development
gap between high income
countries such as the UK
and low income countries
such as the Democratic
Republ
ic of
Congo.
vulner
abilitie
s as
well as
the
decisions made by their
leaders.
With 10 maps, Tim
Marshall explains the
complex geopolitical
strategies of these parts
of the world. For
example, he answers
many questions such as
‘How is China’s future
constrained by
geography?’ and ‘How
come America will never
be invaded?’ .Prisoners of
Geography is a guide to
one of the major and
most overlooked
determining factors in
the history of our world.
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‘The people we are
fighting today we funded
twenty years ago.’

‘The truth is that tribes are in
danger of dying out due to the
many threats they face from
our fast changing world.’

“If the millions of people that
visit the Lake District each year
can become actively involved in
the conservation of the park,
future generations will get the
chance to also experience the
beautiful scenery and
landscape”.
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